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Citizens Advice Wandsworth 

Business and Development Plan 2019 - 2021 

Introduction 

This document is the Business and Development plan for Wandsworth Citizens Advice 

Bureaux Ltd (trading as and referred to throughout this plan as Citizens Advice 

Wandsworth or CAW). 

This plan takes CAW from the financial year 2019/20 through to 2021/22. The CAW 

Trustee Board reviews the Business and Development Plan annually in accordance 

with the business planning process set out in the appendices to this plan. The plan 

sets out the aims and purpose of the organisation and the context in which we are 

and will be working. It identifies key strategic priorities and sets out an action plan for 

the first year of the three year period in particular. 

The Aims and Purpose of Citizens Advice Wandsworth  

Full details of the organisation’s formal objects, finances and governance can be 

found at www.charitycommission.gov.uk.   

CAW Purpose 

Citizens Advice Wandsworth is an independent charity that provides 

information, advice and support. We also work to improve the policies and 

practices that affect people's lives.  

We help people get the support they need and enable them to manage their 

lives better in times of crisis. Life is complicated and things can go wrong for all 

of us. CAW’s free, impartial advice is crucial and highly valuable to individuals, 

the Council, government and society as a whole.  

We seek to put the customer at the heart of everything we do. We are also committed 

to a community centred approach that recognises our clients, local community, social 

and faith networks as assets, not people with problems. They and partners in co-

producing the outputs and outcomes we work towards. 

We offer general advice on welfare benefits, money/debt, housing, employment, 

consumer, immigration and nationality, family and personal matters, taxes, health 

and education. We provide general advice on discrimination across all these subjects. 

We also provide self-help information services and resources and work to increase the 

capability of local people to avoid and prevent problems like debt. CAW provides the 

main gateway to advice and other services for local residents. As CAW’s service 

http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/
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arrangements change over time, details are not provided in this plan. They are 

available on the CAW web site: www.cawandsworth.org 

CAW’s aim is to provide a high quality service for as many clients as possible, 

focussing on those most in need. CAW recognises that it is unlikely to be able to meet 

all demand for its service. 

CAW’s emphasis is on enabling independence and resilience. CAW is not here to take 

over people’s affairs. Wherever possible CAW should empower people to be in 

control, help and act for themselves and hopefully assist other people in their 

community or network. 

CAW emphasises the importance of early intervention and prevention in its services. 

CAW seeks to understand and act on the underlying causes of demand for its services 

and tackle preventable systemic failure. 

Where possible and advantageous CAW seeks to work in partnership with other local 

Citizens Advice and services, other organisations, professionals, community groups, 

social and faith networks to improve and deliver services. 

As an organisation that relies heavily on volunteers to deliver services, CAW also 

offers a range of volunteering opportunities, backed by excellent and recognised 

training. A corollary of this is that CAW provides a valuable local service in terms of 

learning, skills and employability and opportunities to reduce social isolation and 

increase personal confidence and well-being for adults of all ages. 

CAW Values 

• Creativity – CAW is inventive, always looking for better ways to achieve its 

purpose, deliver value for money, achieve outcomes, change and impact for people 

• Generosity – to each other, to clients and other agencies; looking to share, being 

non-judgemental, sympathetic, kind, helpful, collaborative and empowering 

• Quality – CAW is committed to high quality, responsive, trusted, confidential and 

independent service, delivered with integrity and confidence 

• Accountability – to each other, funders, trustees, membership body and to the 

public and local community 

CAW is also committed to challenging discrimination, valuing diversity and promoting 

equality. 

CAW Aspirations 

CAW’s ambition is excellence: to be a service that is recognised locally and nationally 

for its quality, impact, preventative work and leadership. 

http://www.cawandsworth.org/
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The team at CAW believes that independent advice provision plays a key and 

indispensable role in the social and economic future of our Borough and region. CAW 

aims to be at the forefront of this future, in partnership with others. Realising this 

future depends on CAW cementing together some key building blocks: 

Prevention: Acting on the System 

For all too many CAW customers, systems of welfare, support, education, legal rights 

and responsibilities have failed – local people turn to CAW to sort out the problem. On 

occasions people can find access to CAW services difficult; our Adviceline may be hard 

to get through to, and we may have to send people elsewhere. For these reasons CAW 

can be part of the system that sometimes fails. Over the last 12 months we have 

worked hard to improve access and onward referral routes – for those clients who 

would be better helped elsewhere. We remain committed to being the right door as 

frequently as possible; which will open when needed and tackles the problem. CAW 

will understand and prevent systemic failures by working in partnership and 

undertaking research and campaign work. 

Excellent Customer Service 

CAW will be known locally for excellent customer service. Feedback from clients will be 

positive; when it is not, CAW will learn and improve.  CAW’s service will be accessible 

via a range of channels at convenient times and locations and in a pleasant, well-

equipped and designed environment. CAW will be welcoming, caring, creative and ‘go 

the extra mile’ when it can. Quality will always be the bedrock of CAW’s service. 

Producing Positive Change 

People will be and feel better off after using CAW’s service; socially, economically and 

health and well-being wise. CAW’s advice, campaigning, preventative and early action 

activity will lead to improvements in systems and policy. The Borough will benefit 

from CAW’s presence. CAW will have demonstrable evidence of the outcomes, impact 

and savings it co-produces with clients, customers, partners, staff and volunteers. 

Strong Local Leadership 

CAW will be involved in and contribute creatively and positively to local forums and 

decision-making, putting forward ideas and proposals about how the locality could be 

a better place to live and work. CAW will seek and encourage partnerships wherever 

working together would enhance the chances of positive change and outcomes. CAW 

will be accountable to trustees, local people, funders and commissioners for its 

actions; a trusted partner/provider. CAW will be generous with its expertise and 

knowledge whenever possible. 

A Great Place to Work and Volunteer 

CAW staff and volunteers will feel positive and fulfilled in their work and contribution 

to its services and activity. CAW will provide its workforce with every opportunity it can 
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to provide a good service and do the best they can to make a real difference. Staff and 

volunteers will rate CAW as a great place to be part of. 

A Solid Financial Base 

CAW will be the first choice for the funders, commissioners, investors and donors who 

seek the results, outcomes and impact CAW can show it produces. CAW will be 

enterprising and business-like in its approach to service development, efficient and 

lean; keeping back office costs to a minimum. CAW will have a diverse and reliable 

income base, adequate reserves and sound investments. 

CAW’s vision is of not simply doing things better and surviving, but doing better things 

and thriving. By ‘better things’ CAW means better outcomes for clients; increasing their 

independence and resilience, helping them manage their affairs effectively. CAW also 

means by this making a demonstrable contribution to the desired outcomes and 

objectives of funders, commissioners and other stakeholders. 

This vision, CAW’s values and clear statement of purpose will underpin the strategic 

objectives and activity set out in this plan. 

Strategic Context 

Well placed and strong 

Citizens Advice Wandsworth is in a good position as it enters this business plan 

period. The organisation has a redesigned its services and met its year one 

contractual targets with the local authority for community advice services, and 

exceeded its specialist advice service targets. The agreement with Wandsworth has 

another three years to run – to 2022.  

Wandsworth Council is also funding CAW to deliver homelessness prevention advice 

to help it fulfil its duties under the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017, and is funding 

CAW’s advice service for EU Nationals. Both of these contracts are secured until 2020. 

In addition, Wandsworth Council’s Public Health department is committed to funding 

CAW until 2021 (with the possibility of a year’s extension) to deliver a community 

capacity building project in Roehampton. This work builds on the organisation’s 

trusted local presence in this particularly deprived and isolated area of the borough. 

This work will be delivered in collaboration with local partners and will align with the 

community empowerment aspect of our Big Lottery funded Hardship Crisis project. 

CAW also benefits from: 

 A reputation for good advice services for residents of Wandsworth and beyond 

 Important service and funding partnerships with other organisations and 

charitable foundations including  

o Big Lottery Fund (until June 2020) 

o Macmillan Cancer Support (until December 2019) 

o Wandsworth Clinical Commissioning Group (until April 2020) 
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o St George’s Hospital’s Major Trauma Unit (until October 2020) 

o Henry Smith Foundation for CAW’s advice partnership with Wandsworth 

Foodbank (until June 2021) 

o The Department for Work and Pensions, funding via Citizens Advice to 

deliver Universal Support: Help to Claim support to residents.(until April 

2020) 

 An increased and diversified funding base, which has enabled it to expand the 

number of people assisted and target people in greatest need 

 A strong volunteering programme – with around 100 active volunteers 

 Good evidence of the outcomes and impact of its service 

 Strong local leadership: CAW is committed to servicing and sustaining the local 

Advice Network and participating in local forums and reference groups on issues 

including health, mental health, welfare reform, homelessness and voluntary 

sector relationships 

Our service model 

During 2018-19, and following agreement of a new funding arrangement with the 

local authority, CAW introduced a new service model to meet the demands of clients.  

The majority of our clients now contact us first by telephone. If the client needs face to 

face help we book an appointment within two weeks. Alongside this we have 

developed referral arrangements with local organisations – allowing trusted partners 

to refer clients who would struggle with telephone access directly to us using a web-

based form.  

Additionally we have worked to join up local services, and have launched and 

established Refernet, an online referral platform which facilitates secure referrals 

between a range of other local voluntary and community services. This makes it easier 

for people in need of CAW’s help to get it, and for CAW to refer people to other local 

services for additional help – as well as for local partners to refer to each other.  

Over the last 12 months we have conducted an ongoing review of our new service 

model and have concluded that we need to increase our offer to clients who drop-in 

to our Centres. This is important to enable us to divert demand from our Adviceline, 

to give people the appropriate level of help, and to be equipped to respond to clients 

at times of crisis.  

CAW believes this package of telephone, face to face, and referral access and support 

is the best way to meet the overall needs of local residents, target resources at those 

in most need and deliver value for money for the local community.  

We are aware that we need to consider the value of providing digital services (advice 

via e-mail and web chat). In 2019-20, as part of our Universal Support: Help to Claim 

service we will deliver a webchat service, as part of a national offer. This pilot will give 
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us a welcome opportunity to test this delivery method – both its approach and 

demand. 

Community and client profile and advice needs 

An analysis of Wandsworth Borough community profile and CAW client profile is 

appended to this plan.  

A comparison of deprivation maps in the borough with maps showing where CAW 

clients come from illustrates that CAW’s main service locations are in or near to the 

most deprived areas of the Borough. Wandsworth overall has a young and mobile 

population with high levels of residents moving both into and within the Borough. The 

population in the Borough has significantly increased in recent years, bringing 

challenges in ensuring that sufficient services are in place to meet demand. Over the 

next 30 years the greatest local demographic change is forecast to be increasing 

numbers over over 65s living in Wandsworth. 

Welfare, health and social care reform 

We are faced with ongoing welfare reform on a massive scale. The Government’s 

welfare reform programme, most recently Universal Credit and also the ‘bedroom 

tax’, benefit caps, changes to disability benefits have had a big impact on our clients 

and demand for our service in recent years.  

The roll out of full service Universal Credit (UC) in Wandsworth commenced in late 

2017 and is now affecting new claimants across the borough. CAW will begin providing 

specifically funded support for people making a new UC claim from April 2019, and is 

a lead member of the stakeholder group set-up to monitor and recommend 

improvements to people affected by the impact of UC in the borough.  

The impact of UC on local people, and particularly those who are also disadvantaged, 

is great. We need to continue to bring a better and more direct understanding of the 

impact of change to the attention of policy makers and work collaboratively to co-

produce services and structures that help our community both influence and cope 

with the reforms. Our new Universal Support: Help to Claim service will provide us 

with further evidence to enable us to do so. 

Housing and homelessness 

The Homelessness Reduction Act (HRA) 2017 was implemented in April 2018. CAW has 

been providing a homelessness prevention advice service under which the Council 

refers households to us who are threatened with homelessness. Through this work 

we are able to help clients remain in their own homes. Prior to the outset of this 

project we met regularly with the housing teams in order to inform the project 

development, we need to reinstate this forum in order to monitor progress both of 

the HRA’s impact in the borough and our project’s contribution.  
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CAW deals with persistent and increasing local housing affordability, homelessness 

and private renting problems: housing enquiries are CAW’s second largest enquiry 

area. The private rented sector in Wandsworth has increased significantly and 

constitutes around one third of total housing stock. 

Homelessness is also increasing in the Borough. Wandsworth Council have reported 

that homelessness has been a rising trend for 5 years, demanding increasing amounts 

of Council spending. Most homeless households come out of the private rented sector 

and the Council report that prevention of homelessness is increasingly difficult. 

 

CAW has a housing advice specialist under its Big Lottery Funded Help Through 

Hardship Crisis Project and from 2018 the homelessness prevention advice service. It 

is vital that CAW maintains and develops resources to deliver both housing advice and 

research and policy activity in the above context. 

Health and mental health  

We know that the incidence of mental health problems in the local population is high.. 

The Borough’s Joint Strategic Needs Assessment notes the high incidence of mental 

health disorders: 

“Mental health; the sheer number of people that may have a mental health disorder 

(48,500 people), the high cost associated with care (£53m for Wandsworth CCG), and the 

impact on other conditions or areas of life particularly for black ethnic groups make this a 

significant issue.” (Wandsworth JSNA) 

Anecdotally, we see this reflected in the issues our advisers deal with. CAW staff and 

volunteers report that about 60% of people who use our drop-in services have mental 

health issues.  Some of these people come to our centres during a mental health 

crisis, we need to deliver better routes into mental health support services for clients 

in need of immediate help. 

We know from national research carried out by the Money Advice Trust, Royal College 

of Psychiatrists and Rethink that the more debts people have, the more likely they are 

to have a mental health disorder and that worry about debt can have a negative 

impact on mental health. Although our specialist disability and social care advice team 

provide benefits advice to people with mental health issues, and we have a good 

referral relationship into Springfield’s specialist mental health benefits team (for users 

registered with the Hospital Trust) there is currently no specific debt advice service 

provision for mental health service users in Wandsworth. 

CAW produced a detailed analysis of health and well-being in Wandsworth in 2017. 

Fiscal pressures on local government and public bodies: impact on CAW 

We are pleased that our local authority partner takes a long term view of the work 

and value of CAW and its contribution in the Borough. CAW’s funding contract with the 

https://cawandsworth.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/CAW-Report-on-Health-Well-Being-in-Wandsworth-2017-Final.pdf
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Council runs from 2018 until 2022. This contract provides core funding for CAW 

(under 50% of total income) and a vital baseline for growing the organisation as other 

opportunities and joint working possibilities are generated. However, in 2019/20 the 

level of Council funding will be 10% less than the 2017/18 level – a cut of around 

£51,000 per year. Some of this reduction has been absorbed by reducing our 

premises costs – we have relocated our Roehampton premises into more affordable 

office space. However, we have also had to make reductions to our staffing – and no 

longer have an in-house debt specialist, instead relying on the provision of debt 

advice by partner organisations from our premises. 

CAW has gained new income for services from the Clinical Commissioning Group in 

recent years. Maintaining this funding is of vital importance. 

This public funding is very important but CAW is aware that the Council and other 

public bodies are under unprecedented pressure to reduce expenditure. 

Citizens Advice membership agreement and performance quality framework  

Our membership package provides CAW with local flexibility and discretion within 

tight quality, financial health and leadership standards and requirements to work with 

other local Citizens Advice (LCAs) as part of ‘one service’.  

We are aware that this ‘one service’ commitment is likely to increase as our 

membership body encourages us to work together more with other LCAs in order to 

increase the sustainability and resilience of the network. We understand that Citizens 

Advice have a strategic goal to increase the financial opportunities they provide to 

LCAs, by centrally procuring contracts and distributing contractual opportunities. We 

know we therefore need, as far as possible, to develop a cost-base which aligns with 

our partner LCAs, and have the flexibility that provides us with readiness to take 

advantage of these opportunities. 

This will include examining whether we can ever compete with LCAs based outside of 

London for delivery of telephone and digital services; as their cost-bases will always 

be significantly lower than ours.  

 

Our organisation has been assessed by Citizens Advice as excellent in most areas of 

our work. The last on-site audit took place in October 2016. This will be repeated in 

2019. A leadership self-assessment is carried out annually by CAW. This is verified by 

Citizens Advice. On-going quality of advice self-assessment is also carried out by CAW, 

with checks by Citizens Advice. 
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Strategic Priorities, Objectives and Action Plan 

In response to the above context, CAW has set the following key strategic objectives. 

• Making it easier to get relevant advice in Wandsworth: providing an 

accessible and multi-channel service that meets as many community and 

client needs as possible and responds to changing needs 

• Being more influential: developing and contributing to research and 

campaign activity that leads to improvements in policy and practice and 

prevents problems and systemic failure 

• Championing equality and reducing discrimination: making our workplace as 

accessible as possible and improving our research, campaigns and service 

provision in these areas 

• Becoming a stronger, more flexible, more efficient, and more sustainable 

service and organisation: ensuring our infrastructure supports us to 

maximise the reach of our services, that we are ‘bid-ready’, and have a 

funding strategy in place. Developing a workforce that can move between 

projects and services in response to changes in demand and funding 

arrangements. 

 

The plan on the following pages sets out specific objectives, priorities and activities in 

pursuance of these objectives, particularly for the 2019/20 financial year. 

2019/20 headline challenges 

The year will be one of significant changes and challenges for CAW: 

 Community Advice Service delivery development: meeting our increased 

delivery targets and providing a more efficient telephone advice service, 

embedding information and signposting delivery from our Centres and improving 

web-based resources and traffic. 

 Implementation of the Universal Credit – Help to Claim service from April, 

funded by the DWP via Citizens Advice for 12 months. Recruiting a team of CAW 

advisers and successfully delivering ambitious targets, working in partnership with 

the JobCentre and local partners to maximise our impact and reach 

 Securing new income to ensure the continuation of our projects and services 

at the same level in 2020-21 and beyond. Our Big Lottery funding for our help 

through Hardship Crisis project ends in 2020; this is an impactful and important 

project which we should sustain and develop. Our CCG contract which funds 
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advice referrals from GPs across the three borough localities ends in March 2020. 

Additionally there is a risk that our funding from Wandsworth could significantly 

reduce; our core contract is due for renewal in March 2020 and our Homelessness 

Reduction advice service contract ends at the same time, our EU contract also ends 

in 2020. We must ensure as many of these contracts as possible are renewed and 

gain replacement funding for our Hardship Crisis work.  

 Changes at management level with the need to recruit and establish three new 

service managers to oversee the delivery of our volunteer-led Battersea Library 

and Adviceline services, as well as some of our key funded projects (in particular 

UC and Macmillan). 

 Knowledge sharing improvements with the urgent need to increase the 

effectiveness and efficiency of our IT infrastructure; enabling better and quicker 

access to internal and external information sources. 
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Priorities for 2019 - 2021 

This part of the document sets out the agreed business and development priorities which address the challenges 

described above. It includes an action-plan which details the steps we will take and includes accountability for 

implementation and oversight of the work. 

 

1. Advice services 

Key strategic objectives 

 Making it easier to get relevant advice in Wandsworth: providing an accessible and multi-channel service that meets as many 

community and client needs as possible and responds to changing needs 

Develop the delivery of our Community Advice Service delivery: meet our increased delivery targets. 

- Increase the efficiency of our telephone advice service,  

- Embed the delivery of information and signposting services from our Centres and  

- Improve web-based resources and traffic 

- Build on our referral platform (Refernet) to expand our referral relationships 

Meet our organisational quality ambitions and our delivery targets across all our services and projects. 

Improve service delivery through involvement of service users in the design, delivery and monitoring of our services  

- Recruit a service user group and co-produce the way they work and areas (internal and external) to focus on  

Implement the Universal Credit (Help to Claim) service from April, funded by the DWP via Citizens Advice for 12 months.  

- Recruit a team of CAW advisers and successfully deliver ambitious targets 

- Work in partnership with the JobCentre and local partners to maximise our impact and reach. 

Implement the Roehampton Capacity Building Project: mitigating risk and maximising the chances of success by working with local 

partners, and community development experts. 
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2. Research & Campaigns 

Key strategic objective 

 Being more influential: developing and contributing to research and campaign activity that leads to improvements in policy 

and practice and prevents problems and systemic failure 

Develop a dedicated research and campaigning group which is made up of staff and volunteers from across both our sites.  

The R&C group will:  

- Have a R&C lead who is the central point for advisers to report R&C issues to, takes responsibility for communicating with the 

wider CAW team about R&C initiatives and leads the work of the R&C group. 

- Identify R&C issues for CAW to progress. 

- Monitor Citizens Advice R&C initiatives, activities, tools and outcomes and feed these back, where appropriate.  

- Instigate evidence collection and collate the research outcomes. 

- Lead R&C campaigns 

- Evaluate the impact of R&C work. 

Report on R&C activity to the trustee board (through E&D group) 

Use evidence from the Universal Support: Help to Claim project to inform and improve local awareness of, and support for, 

Universal Credit claimants in Wandsworth.  

Improve the way Wandsworth council treat people who are behind with their council tax payment, by encouraging them to 

adopt Citizen Advice’s Council Tax debt collection protocol (Year 2) 

3. Equality and Diversity 

Key strategic objective 

• Championing equality and reducing discrimination: making our workplace as accessible as possible, and improve our 

research, campaigns and service provision in these areas 

Make ourselves a more accessible and inclusive workplace and ensure we do all we can to recruit, develop and retain staff, 

trustees and volunteers from all backgrounds. 
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Rethink our recruitment and selection processes to ensure we are as accessible and welcoming a workplace as we can be. 

Monitor and report on the ethnic backgrounds, disability and sexual identities of volunteer and staff applicants vs recruits – and on the 

staff and volunteers who leave. 

Collect baseline data (in relation to the characteristics of our workforce and clients), against which we can measure the impact of 

initiatives. 

Embed the ASK re and Hate Crime Programmes; ensuring that all clients are asked at interview stage whether they are experiencing 

domestic abuse – and are provided with appropriate advice and support. And that clients and the CAW team know that we are a Hate 

Crime reporting centre and how to report Hate Crimes.  

Improve our connections with mental health providers – to ensure we can effectively signpost and refer (whichever is appropriate) 

clients with mental health problems to supportive services. 

4. Resources strategy 

Key strategic objective 

Becoming a stronger, more flexible, more efficient and more sustainable service and organisation. 

Ensuring our infrastructure supports us to maximise the reach of our services, that we are ‘bid-ready’, and have a funding 

strategy in place. Developing a workforce that can move between projects and services in response to changes in demand and 

funding arrangements. 

4a. Funding: 

Secure new income to ensure the continuation of our projects and services at the same level in 2020-21 and beyond.  

Our Big Lottery funding for our help through Hardship Crisis project ends in 2020; this is an impactful and important project which we 

should sustain and develop. Our CCG contract which funds advice referrals from GPs across the three borough localities ends in March 

2020. Additionally there is a risk that our funding from Wandsworth could significantly reduce; our core contract is due for renewal in 

March 2020 and our Homelessness Reduction advice service contract ends at the same time, our EU contract ends in October 2019. We 

must ensure as many of these contracts as possible are renewed and gain replacement funding for our Hardship Crisis work.  
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- Develop and implement a funding strategy and plan 

- Investigate closer working arrangements with other London Citizens Advice offices. 

Develop a metric, and a cost base, that allows us, as far as possible to attach competitive unit costs to our work.  (Year 2) 

We anticipate the funding environment becoming even more competitive, and know that Citizens Advice propose contributing more 

funded opportunities for LCAs. We need to prepare to participate – and this means aligning our ways of working and terms and 

conditions with our competitors.  

4b. People: 

Build our leadership and management team 

Develop a team of senior CAW staff who are agile, value-led and resilient and who collaborate effectively.  

We need to ensure that CAW’s senior managers have time to think and plan strategically, and that the service management team have 

regular opportunities to contribute ideas, and are engaged and consulted in questions of organisational development. 

Invest in our teams capacity and skills 

Develop a team of staff and volunteers who have the skills and flexibility to move between services and projects and are comfortable 

advising and supervising in different settings. This will help ensure that we retain the best team members, and will mitigate against the 

risk of team members being absent, or leaving the organisation. It will also help ensure a consistent service for clients. 

- Ensure that CAW’s values [generosity, accountability, creativity and quality] are understood, that they are celebrated, 

and that expectations of behavioural accountability to them are clear. We will embed conversations about our values into 

our existing personnel processes, our documents and our performance management framework. 

- Improve learning and development opportunities throughout the organisation. We want to ensure that we are clear about 

the training needs of the team, and have a clear structured plan which sets out how these needs will be met. Additionally, we want 

conversations about development to become commonplace, and the whole team be clear about opportunities for support and 

progression.  

Examine our Terms and conditions 

In order to reduce the risk of long term sickness absence and ensure we have a competitive cost-base, whilst considering recruitment and 

retention and the need for us to remain an attractive and competitive employer. 

- Undertake a review of our terms and conditions 

- Implement recommendations (year 2)  
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Develop our volunteer programme to increase the number of active volunteers and to build the advice expertise of our volunteer team. 

In order that we a. increase our advice appointment capacity, and b. use our volunteering programme to increase the size of our paid 

staff recruitment pool. 

- Improve our volunteer monitoring information - to ensure we have accurate data about the contribution of our volunteer team 

(and that these match the staff data that we report quarterly to the TB, via the people committee), and can reliably measure the 

impact of our initiatives. 

- Devolve responsibility for volunteer progression across the organisation 

Ensure that service managers, as well as new (and potential) volunteers have clear expectations of the training/development and 

progression routes/opportunities within the organisation – and volunteers have a clear understanding what they need to do in 

order to progress – and can hold us to account. 

- Set ambitious targets for recruitment and retention of volunteers 

- Establish a ‘trainee’ route for volunteers to move into paid staff roles (Year 2) 

Clarify the potential stages of volunteer progression from CAW volunteer to paid staff member, establish this as a recognised 

recruitment route for us, and an opportunity for our volunteers. 

4c. ICT: 

Improve our knowledge-sharing. We need to make it easier for our people to find the information that they need and stay 

informed: 

- Move to a cloud-based computing platform. Reducing our dependence on our (outdated) server, and allowing us to access 

emails from devices outside the office (phones, tablets and laptops). 

- Restructuring our shared drive. Introduce a system that makes it easier to find and logically save documents, and streamlines 

are archiving processes.  

- Develop a new intranet. Which will give our workforce quick and easy access to all our essential organisational policies, 

templates and documents and provides links to the advice resources and databases that they need. 

- Investigate the feasibility of roaming-profiles. Allowing our workforce to work more quickly from alternate workstations (Year 2 

implementation) 
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4. Governance, risks and contingency measures 

Ensure the Board has the necessary skills, experience and characteristics to govern effectively 

- Undertake a skills audit and successfully recruit new trustees to fill identified gaps.  

- Take action to ensure the board is more representative of the community CAW serves. 

Establish a governance timetable that includes a realistic schedule for on-going review of all CAW’s policies, and also clearly sets out a 

reporting framework for progress against these Business Plan objectives, as well as the board’s business-as-usual work. 

Introduce a code of conduct for trustees 

Review service performance (quality and volume) KPIs through the year – with the aim of developing a new board reporting 

matrix to be used in 2020/21 

Strengthen the board’s monitoring and oversight of organisational risks 
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Appendix 1: Community and client profile. 

Community profile 

The population in Wandsworth has steadily increased from an estimated 271,700 in 

2000 to 324,400 in 2018.  It is a London borough which performs well on most 

indicators. However, like many inner London Boroughs there are significant variations in 

terms of levels of prosperity and deprivation between areas. The gap between rich and 

poor is greater in Wandsworth than in 26 out of the other 31 boroughs. Premature 

mortality is among the worst in London: 728 out of every 100,000 people aged 55-64 

year olds die during this period of their life, the fourth highest rate in London. 

A diverse population 

Wandsworth is the most popular borough for people moving to London from elsewhere 

in the UK. Wandsworth has higher numbers of resident EU nationals than other London 

boroughs (9.6% compared to 8.7%). 

 

The population is diverse, with over a quarter of the population having a nationality 

other than British. Black and minority ethnic (BME) groups make up 29% of the overall 

population and account for more than half the population of Tooting (52.7%). 79.3% of 

households in Wandsworth have English as their main language. 

 

Disability 

The 2011 Census data reveals that over 10 per cent of the Wandsworth population has a 

disability affecting day to day activities: 
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There are over 19,000 carers in Wandsworth, with almost 3,000 caring for 20-50 hours 

per week and almost 4,000 caring for over 50 hours per week. 12% reported ill health as 

a result of their caring duties. 

 

Age 

The borough has a markedly skewed age distribution, with high numbers of residents 

aged 25 to 39 compared to the London average, and slightly lower numbers of people 

across both the younger and older age groups: 

 

  

Despite the youthful overall nature of the borough it’s important we don’t lose sight of 

the needs of older people locally: The numbers of people aged over 65 is projected to 

increase from 29,300 to 42,200 between 2015 and 2035. Life expectancy for over 65s in 

Wandsworth is lower than the London average and the average resident can expect 15 

years of deteriorating health in old age. Over a third of people aged over 65 are living 
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alone, which increases the risk of social isolation and many of the unpaid carers in the 

borough are themselves part of the older population, and particularly vulnerable to ill 

health. 

 

Employment 

Wandsworth has the second highest employment rate in London (79%) and there are 

over 18,000 active businesses in the borough, providing 134,000 jobs.  

At 3.5%, the unemployment ratio is the 2nd lowest in London after Hammersmith & 

Fulham, and the percentage of low paid residents is also the joint lowest in London (with 

Richmond Upon Thames) at 11%. The poverty rate of 21.5% is below the London 

average, which is 27%.  

 

Housing 

Almost a third (32%) of residents rent privately, which is higher than the inner London 

average (29%).The median monthly rent of around £1,650 is similar to other inner 

London boroughs (average £1,699), but higher than the London average (£1,495) and 

more than double the England average (£675). This is estimated to be approximately 

40% of the median household income, which makes a lot of private sector housing 

unaffordable to people on lower incomes.  

Housing estates cover 10% of the area of the borough, and social housing accounts for 

19% of property. In 2015/16 there were 27,403 social housing properties, of which 

16,750 were council tenanted properties and 10,653 were registered provider social 

rented properties. 

The rate of family homelessness in Wandsworth has increased year on year from 4.7 

per 1,000 households in 2011/12 to 6.3 per 1,000 in 2015/16. In common with most 

London authorities, homelessness is significantly higher than the England average of 2.5 

per 1,000 households. The number of rough sleepers in Wandsworth is relatively low 

compared to other inner London boroughs, although it has increased from 62 in 

2011/12 to 96 in 2015/1. 

 

 

 

Data from Datawand and Wandsworth’s JSNA 2017-18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.datawand.info/
https://www.datawand.info/jsna/
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Client profile  

 

For the last 3 months of data available at the time of publication of this plan CAW clients 

were located as shown in the map below in the Borough. 

 

CAW regularly reviews its client profile to check its consistency with or divergence from 

the local community profile.  

 

Citizens Advice Wandsworth Clients by Lower Super Output Area: 
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Areas of Multiple Deprivation in Wandsworth (2015 Government data): 
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2018-19 Client demographic data (all projects and services) 
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Appendix 2: Business and Development Planning Process 

December – March 

 Undertake both a review of the service and a review of the current year’s business 

and development plan and progress in meeting its objectives. Roll forward or update 

the objectives as required. (Ensure all trustees, staff and volunteers and other 

stakeholders have been consulted). 

 Adopt the business and development plan with detailed objectives and actions for 

the coming year, and less detailed objectives for the following two years. 

 Business and development planning process to encompass the following phases: 

 Phase 1: Clarifying purpose: service aims and objectives 

 Phase 2: Collecting and analysing information 

 Phase 3: Use of Stand Up For Equality business planning tool 

Phase 4: Making strategic choices 

 Phase 5: Writing the plan 

 

May – November 

 Review the business and development plan and progress in meeting objectives at 

each Trustee Board meeting. 

The Business and Development Plan will include: 

A. Introductory summary  

B. The aims and purpose of Citizens Advice Wandsworth  

C. Analysis of the strategic context 

D. Strategic Priorities, Objectives and Action Plan 

1. Advice services 

2. Policy, research and campaigns  

3. Promoting CAW in the community 

4. Resources strategy 

4a. Funding 

4b. People 

4c. Premises, equipment, ICT 

5. Governance, risks and contingency measures  

 

Equality and diversity will be incorporated into the key areas above.  


